
 

 

PL238WF - 38" Wide Format  Laminator 

This 38” wide laminator is specifically designed for wide format computer 
generated output. While priced below $6,000 complete with welded steel stand, 
this machine is by no means a “light-weight”. It can run film to 10 mils and 
laminate material to .275” thick. Warm up is less than 5 minutes. With optional 
liner take up assembly it is capable of utilizing pressure sensitive laminates as 
well. Due to superior heat replacement characteristics of our exclusive heated roll 
system, the PL-238WF is particularly suited to simultaneous mounting and 
laminating on heat activated adhesive foam board. While providing the superior 
scratch and stretch free finish inherent with our heated roll technology the bond is 
so aggressive that any attempt to peel off laminated material will result in total 
destruction of foam board.  

This machine is specifically designed for wide format applications and will readily 
complement your ink jet printer. If you are in the market for a machine with 3 foot 
wide capability that doesn't cost more than your shiny new 16 million color wide 
format printer, you would do yourself and the guy who writes the checks a very 
big favor by carefully examining the PL-238WF. 

 

 



PL 238WF SPECS 

Laminating Width  38  

Speed 

Max Mechanical Speed: 7 fpm  

1.5 CL 7 fpm @ 300 Degrees F 

3.0 CL 4 fpm @250 Degrees F 

Polypropylene Capable  Yes  

Max Film Thickness  10.0 Mil  

Max Material Thickness  .275  

Cooling Fans  3  

Warm Up Time  Approx. 7 min  

Max Roll Dia. 1.5 mil  w/o stand-1000' w/optional stand-3000'  

Stand  Optional w/3" Mandrels  

Gapable rolls  Yes-Front Heat and Rear Pull  

Solid State Temp Cont.  Yes-With Digital Readout  

Motor Speed Control  Solid State/Variable  

Slitters  Optional  

Heated Roll Watts  850 ea 1,700 combined  

Electrical Requirements  
240 Volt 60Hz 16Amps  
(Also available in 120 Volt, Call for 
quote) 

Dimensions  49Wx20Dx16H-w/o stand 40H-w/ stand 

Weight  Net 90 lbs Shipping 140 lbs  

Shipping Dimensions  52"Wx21"Dx19H  
 
 


